3914 BATTERY & STARTING/CHARGING SYSTEMS TESTER

- Test automotive batteries and create health reports
- Works on 6V and 12V automotive batteries - Regular Flooded, Enhanced Flooded, AGM, EV and Start-Stop.
- 12V/24V charging/starting systems tests
- Test charging and starting system health to diagnose charging issues
- Email test results (Stores 2,000 test records)
- Test batteries with as little as 1.5V
- 3 LED indicators (Blue: Connected, Green: Power, Red: Trouble)
- 20-inch cable with durable clamps
- Works with Encore or Evolve software version 2.10
  - 2.10 software includes a new battery and system test app
  - Communicates wirelessly to Encore & Evolve via Bluetooth

3914-01 – Replacement Clamp & Cable

WIRELESS BATTERY SYSTEMS TESTING
PAIRS WITH ENCORE OR EVOLVE

QUESTIONS?
800 533 6127